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Institutional real estate investors use debt, often referred to as 
leverage, as a tool to enhance the return of a real estate investment. 
 
“By itself, debt is neither good nor bad—it’s just a tool,” explains 
Mitchell Sabshon, CEO of Inland Real Estate Investment Corporation. 
“When used properly, debt is a tool that can enhance the return on a 
real estate investment.” 

The key, Sabshon says, is using debt prudently. “There have always 
been real estate investors who will borrow as much as lenders are 
willing to lend, but these types of investors are the minority,” Sabshon 
says. 

While there are some investors who eschew the use of debt, 
Sabshon is a proponent. “I believe it’s extremely poor business to buy 
real estate without some amount of financing,” he says. “Leverage 
is important.” Obtaining prudent financing can help enhance the 
performance of the property for investors. The return on a property 
with a mortgage is called a “leveraged return”.

Sabshon says there are many variables to take into account when 
developing a financing strategy—for a piece of property, a portfolio of 
properties or a company. 

Types of Debt
Within the world of commercial real estate investment, there are two 
primary types of debt: property-level debt and corporate-level debt. 
 
Property-Level Debt
Property-level debt includes: mortgages on existing assets and 
construction loans for development or redevelopment projects. 

Both mortgages and construction loans are collateralized by a 
property—a shopping center or apartment building, for example. 
Similar to residential mortgages, if an investor defaults on the 
mortgage, the mortgage noteholder can take back the property.

Property-level mortgage debt is the most common type of debt that 
commercial real estate investors use. There are many sources or 
holders of mortgage debt — from banks and institutional lenders 
such as life insurance companies, to issuers of commercial mortgage-
backed securities (CMBS), to government sponsored entities such as 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

Some investors purchase properties on an all-cash basis and obtain 
mortgages later. According to industry experts, investors sometimes 
choose this approach because sellers may prefer all-cash buyers.
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Note: Value assumes $25,000 investment, 50% leverage and 5% annual appreciation.  
Source: Inland Real Estate Investment Corporation

Real estate investing has the potential to provide cash flow and appreciation. It also provides the opportunity to use leverage. 
Leverage can increase returns or, during difficult economic times, increase the risk of loss and liquidity.



Disclosure 
The views expressed herein are subject to change based upon economic, real estate and other 
market conditions. These views should not be relied upon for investment advice. Any forward-
looking statements are based on information currently available to us and are subject to a 
number of known and unknown risks, uncertainties and factors which may cause actual results, 
performance or achievements to be materially different from any future results, performance or 
achievements expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements.

Important Risk Factors to Consider 
Investments in real estate assets are subject to varying degrees of risk and are relatively illiquid. 
Several factors may adversely affect the financial condition, operating results and value of real 
estate assets. These factors include, but are not limited to:

• changes in national, regional and local economic conditions, such as inflation and interest rate 
fluctuations;

• local property supply and demand conditions;

• ability to collect rent from tenants;
• vacancies or ability to lease on favorable terms;
• increases in operating costs, including insurance premiums, utilities and real estate taxes;
• federal, state or local laws and regulations;
• changing market demographics;
• changes in availability and costs of financing;
• acts of nature, such as hurricanes, earthquakes, tornadoes or floods;
• economic risks associated with a fluctuating U.S. and world economy, including those resulting 

from the novel coronavirus and resulting pandemic.
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Corporate-Level Debt
There are many forms of corporate-level debt, but two of the most 
common in commercial real estate are lines of credit and corporate 
bonds. 

Lines of credit are provided by financial institutions. Unsecured 
corporate debt often has a floating interest rate that may be lower 
than second mortgage debt. Companies can use this money for 
any purpose, including the purchase of property. 

“A line of credit allows companies to have flexibility and, when 
used appropriately, signals that a company is financially sound and 
has managed its debt in such a way as to be attractive to large 
institutional financing partners,” says Sabshon.

A number of large commercial real estate owners issue corporate 
bonds. Investors buy the bonds, giving the issuing corporation 
the cash it needs and, in return, the investor receives a return of 
principal plus interest. 

The amount of money that can be raised through corporate bond 
issuances and the interest rate offered are dependent on several 
factors including demand from bond investors, portfolio quality, 
extent of other leverage and quality of management. Like municipal 
bonds, corporate bonds are graded by rating agencies according to 
the corporation’s credit history. 

Hypothetical Property Debt Example Upon Sale of Asset

Leveraged Property Example - Assumes 4% interest rate and 50% loan-to-value (LTV) and a 5% annual growth rate

Investors should be aware that leverage can increase returns or, during difficult economic times, increase the risk of loss and liquidity. 

*According to the CRE Finance Council’s Glossary of Terms, NOI is defined as “Gross operational revenues earned by a property less operating expenses but before mortgage payments, tenant improvements, replacement reserves 
and leasing commissions. NOI is typically used as the basis for calculating debt service coverage ratios.”

Non-Leveraged Property Example – Assumes 5% annual growth rate

$1,000,000 ÷ $15,000,000 =
NOI Equity

Unleveraged  
Return

 6.67%

$700,000 ÷ $7,500,000 =
NOI Equity Leveraged  

Return

 9.33%Acquisitions Price:  ...........................................................$15,000,000
Mortgage:  ...........................................................................$7,500,000
Net Operating Income (NOI):  .............................................$1,000,000
Interest Only Debt Service  ....................................................$300,000
NOI After Debt Service:  ........................................................$700,000

Acquisitions Price (Equity):  ..................................... $15,000,000
Net Operating Income (NOI):  .................................... $1,000,000


